Soaperhero suggested reading list

Please note: When available, prices are given, but only as a guide. Prices are subject to change. Shipping and handling charges are not included.

Items with an * are available at www.brevis.com.

Ages 4-8

• Buddy Bear’s Handwashing Troubles by Marjorie T. Cooke- $5.00*
• The Ten Potato Scrub- A Counting Book about Handwashing by Marjorie T. Cooke- $5.00*
• Those Mean Nasty Dirty Downright Disgusting but...Invisible Germs /Esos Desagradables Detestables Sucios Completamente Asquerosos pero...Invisibles Germenes. by Judith Ann Rice- Illustrations by Reed Merrill- $13.00
• Germs make me sick by Melvin Berger- Illustrations by Marilyn Hafner- $4.95
• Your Skin and Mine by Paul Showers- Illustrations by Kathleen Kuchera - $5.95
• Germs! Germs! Germs! (Hello Reader! Science. Level 3) by Bobbie Katz- Illustrations by Steve Bjorkman- $3.99
• Body Buddies Say... “Wash your hands!” by Leean Wenkman- Illustrations by Shawn Pettersen- $4.95
• Wash your Hands! by Tony Ross - $6.95
• The Magic School Bus Inside Ralphie: A Book About Germs by Joanna Cole, Beth Nadler- $3.95

Ages 9-12

• Gross but True Germs (Gross but True No. 2) by Luann Colombo-Illustrations by Peter Georgeson-$6.52
• Louis Pasteur and Germs (Science Discoveries) by Steve Parkers- $18.55
• Germs on their fingers!/Germenes en tus manos! by Wendy Wakefield Ferrin-Illustrations by Beverly Ashley Broyles- $12.95
• What are Germs? (My Health) by Alvin Silverstein, et al. - $16.80.

Young Adult

• A Kid’s Official Guide to Germs: Our Enemies & Other Friends- $9.95
• Louis Pasteur: Hunting Killer Germs by E.A.M. Jakab- $8.95
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